Introduction
In a CAD/CAE facility there is always the possibility that one may want to transfer the* design graphics database from the native system to a non-native system. This may occur because o f dissimilar systems within an organization or a new CADjCAE system is to be purchased. The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) was developed in an attempt to solve this scenario. IGES is a neutral database format into which the CAD/CAE native database can be translated to and from. Translating the native design database format to IGES requires a pre-processor and translating from I G E S to the native database format requires a post-processor.
IGES is an artifice to represent CAD/CAE product data in a neutral environment to allow interfacing applications, archive the database, interchange of product data between dissimilar CAD/CAE systems, and other app 1 i cat i on s .
Developers must write software to go from native database format to the IGES neutral database, and vice versa, since IGES is a superset of a CAD/CAE systems entity menu.
The intent of this paper is to present tes he data on translating-design prodict data from a CAD/CAE system to itself and to translate data initially prepared in IGES format to various native design formats. This information can be utilized in planning potential procurement and developing a design discipline within the CAD/CAE community.
lk$xes of Neutral Data FilP
The concept of the neutral data file was in usage before IGES was developed through the development o f database interfaces b y various vendors. These interfaces were normally used b y application engineers to write programs o f USE' to the design organizations. One examplt? was the development of a Motor Control C~n t e r (MCC) placement and one-1 in<> diagram drriwing by interfacing vendor catalog information, MCC module placement algorithms, and drawing commands through the host neutral data file [51.
This neutral data file contained the drawing command structure to enable the appplication engineer t o invoke various graphics design entities, such as lines, circles, poir~ts, text, etc.
This concept is useful as long as one is utilizing a single vendor for the applications and the syst.em will not. be changed in the forseeable future. Once the CAD!CAE system is changed then the application programs cannot be utilized since the graphics commands will not normally be recognized by a different vendor. To achieve an environment whereby the product design data and applications could become stable requires a standard product design data interface. This accomplishment is attempted by IGES.
The concept of the neutral datafile can be utilized in more scenarios than transferring product data between dissimilar systems. One example was illustrated in the preceding paragraphs.
Various uses of the neutral graphics database follows [ 2 ] : a .
A means for transferring product graphics desi&n data between dissimilar CADjCAE systems. This in principle allows design data to be represented in a neutral file s o that i t can be translated to a future CAD/CAE systems native graphics database. Thereby design drawings need not be re-drawn each time a new system is purchased, or if one is required to transfer graphics design data to another system for integration 0.f electricaljmechanical information, or for checking by a facility which has a non-compatible system, etc.
b.
As mentioned earlier one can develop application programs that utilize the neutral database format. These applications are useful in the designjanalysis mode and Pre-PreParatiOn of various design commands.
C -
It is also possible to edit CAD/CAE drawings from a terminal rather than at a design workstation.
This reduces editing time and a possible reduction in cost, due to the cost differential of terminals versus workstations.
tl.
Possibly one of the moro useful applications of the neutral file concG"pt is to archive design drawings. Tf the des.ign graphics is s t or-ed i n the native graphics format, i t is probable that in the future the product design database would not be compatible with the CAD/CAE system in usage at that time, even if it was from the same vendor. Once the graphics is in : I neutral format, one can i n principle write a post-processor to translate the neutral database to the present native design format. This trans1:itor can be utilized on all archived drawings that are to be installed on the particular system. e.
One can envision various artificial intrlligence (AI) type applications utilizing an expert system that will operate u p o n the neutral database. Possible applications could be, rules that allow interference checking in elect rical/mechanical/piping drawings, rules for printed circuit board physical layout, integrated diagnostics [ . ? I , etc. One could also envision development of an expert system that checked a drawing for completeness, i.e., LI rr~cl:~nglc which is not closed, a s a simple example. If the expert system is designed around the neutral file database, then i f the native format changes this should not disturb the algorithms developed.
I t should be noted that in practice most of t h e s e would be difficult to achieve with IGES in it's present form.
IGES Problems
There are several problems which are typically encountered in utilizing the neutral database concept [ 4 ] .
They are; incomplete processors, poor choice of mapping, internal database organization has structural differences, and the user's choice o f host drawing entities.
The c:omplc.tc? processor problem must be addressed by the vendor since they are the one's who develop t.he translators between the native database format and I G E S .
Once this t.ranslator has been developed, the user cannot improve upon it. Although there may be some "fine tuning" that could be possibly done through an expert system, if additional information could be obtained from the vendor on its native database structure.
The vendor has the responsibility for mapping choices. An example, would be whether a plane should be mapped into a separate entity, or mapped into it's constituent parts. Also, many times special symbols are pre-processed into a geometrical part, such as an ASCII character mapping into a particular arrowhead. Some of the mappings may be poor ones and hencc difficult to recover through a re-translation.
Another problem is in how the host's internal data organization is represented. An example would be whether the text should b e free-standing or attached to the appropriate entity. The representation problem can result in unreadable drawings, caused by text overlapping, spacing problems, rotations, problems resulting from roundoff due to different numerical formats in vendor A and B. This is also, inherently, a result of how the vendor represents the model internally and little can be done by the user.
The last problem to be discussed i s tho user's choice of graphic entities. The entities that the user employs in thc. des-ign process can result in efficient or inefficient translation o f a drawing. If the user chooses and/or arranges entities that best suit the application and then when these tire translated into I G E S they may o r may not be the best ent.it,ies for re-translation t o a design file. To address this problem the design organization can develop an J G E S translation manual which lists host entities and their equivalent IGES entit.ies, denoting i.f they are one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and null. This can result in user discipline in utilizing 3 set of host entities that are suited fur translation. O f course, the problem is that user choice and innovation will be restricted.
Test Procedures
To evaluate an I G E S translator one must perform several tests.
The IGES test files that are needed, are the following: a.
A test file that contains simple entities, mainly geometric to evaluate the basic translation process. These would be lines, points, circles, arcs, splines, etc. and would provide a baseline.
b.
Develop a test file with various entities, each enclosed in a box or separated. This would provide useful information on which entities transfer and also which native entity results.
c.
A test file(s) that is a typical production part or schematic of a useful layout. This test file would be complex and give an indication of how reliable the translation will be in the production environment. These file(s) should also include, if possible, a complex system that. will be typical in the future. More complex tests would be to test accuracy of curves, surfaces, and volume dimensions and positioning. This could be done for curves by creating a series of parallel lines through the curve and compare intersection points before and after translation. The same process could b e used for surfaces and volumes by, respectively, using parallel planes and intersecting solids. These tests would be imperative if the drawing is used for analysis or direct measurements.
Any drawing that is translated will have to b e verified that. it corresponds to the original and validated, in the sense, that all functions will have t o have ber.n translated. This is no small task and has not been addressed thoroughly in this paper.
The quality of translation will most likely follow, in order trf good t o bad, for the three tests outlined above.
Test Results
Test translations were done with several CAD/CAE drawing packages with mixed results. The tests were performed with different levels o f support and hence difficult to compare. Initially, simple geometrical parts were developed on the Intergraph CAD/CAE systam and these were tested via a self-loop with success. Then a more complex part developed by an IGES test committee [ 5 ] was translated; as can be seen from Figure 1 and 2 , the arrowheads and some attached text was lost, or mi s -i n t erpr e t ed .
'The nest suite of tests were for a drawing which contained 28 IGES entities and the Space Station. These IGES files were developed by NASA/Goddard [SI. The 28 entity file was translated by Intergraph (IGES version 8 . 8 . 5 1 , AutoTrol series 7000 (on an Apollo platform), and the IBM CADAM package. Thc TRM CADAM system was unsuccessful in having the JGES file translated. The translation by Intergraph resulted in only one view, zero height text, and improper scaling. It should be noted that this was only accomplished after removing the R-spline entity from the design drawing, otherwise it killed the process. The translation by AutoTrol resulted in the four views being evident, but with some vector splash and certain entities missing, the main ones being surfaces of revolution. The .4utoTrol drawings were translated with the help of an AutoTrol representative while t h e Intergraph attempt was done by a design engineer. The 2 8 entity IGES file c o u l d not be translated by the IBM CADAM system. The last IGES file translation attempted was for a very complex drawing. This was a drnwing o f the Space Station. The translation by Autotrol was is complete, since no translation errors were reported in the log. The translation by Intergraph resulted in oniy the border being displayed, and the TBM CADAM system was unable to translate the drawings. The translation of an IGES file containing solids entities was not attempted sin1.e the various CAD/CAE drawing packages either did not support solids, or could not translate the file (AutoTrol).
process and on-going design environment.
One should {view the IGES translation, or any automated translation process, as the first step in obtaining a viable design drawing. Probably, in practice one should be able to otrtain 70 ~-90% o f the drawing transferred correctly. This assumes that the vendor has developed an efficient pre/post processor. If the vendor has not developed and maintained an efficient set of procc!sscrr's there is little the user can do to enhance the translation process.
The experience gained from obtaining translated drawings for the different test classes follows what one might expect, i.e., the more complex the drawings are -the more difficult t o translate, the more experienced technical resources that are available -the more successful the translation, and certain vendors have better pre/post processors than others.
The solution to the translation process is n o t easily solved since there are conflicting goals. The enginrering design organization would like to have a homogeneous architecture, but. this is impractical due to the following reasons: responsibility is normally distributed in a large design organization and competition among vendors results in enhanced products that art' very attractive to the user. Therefore, one can assume that the design environment will bc-heterogeneous.
In conclusion, the design organization should make test trnnslations part of the procurement, user's should be aware of IGES capabilities, design standards should incorporate IGES capabilities when drawings are to b e maintained for many years or modified, and there should b e a dedicated group (or, personcs)) involved in IGES translations and their nuances.
As a final reminder, remember that an IGES translation environment is only as good as thr: pre/post processors d c v c l ( r p e d b y the vcndor.
.
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